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		Revised, updated, and expanded, this handbook is a quick, concise, practical guide for clinicians treating patients with addictive disease. Using the conversational style and clinical vignettes found in all Practical Guides in Psychiatry titles, Dr. Gitlow describes effective strategies for the step-by-step process of intervening in a lifelong illness pattern. This edition includes new material on buprenorphine, naltrexone, and other pharmacologic treatments, nicotine cessation therapies, and pharmacologic interventions for sedative dependence, plus a new chapter on substance-induced disorders, a thoroughly rewritten prevention chapter, and expanded coverage of treatment dilemmas and legal issues. Easy-to-use appendices provide quick access to numerous new screening tools and other frequently referenced information.

	
		The Practical Guides in Psychiatry series provides quick, concise information for professionals on the front lines of mental health care. Written in an easy-to-read, conversational style, these invaluable resources take you through each step of the psychiatric care process, delivering fast facts and helpful strategies that help you provide effective and compassionate care to your patients.
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Orthospinology Procedures: An Evidence-Based Approach to Spinal CareLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007
This text presents the current and updated teaching of the Orthospinology procedure. Written by the author of the landmark text Upper Cervical Subluxation Complex, this book is a step-by-step, thoroughly illustrated guide to the Orthospinology procedure for correcting subluxations. Whereas Upper Cervical Subluxation Complex explains the...
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Software Test Attacks to Break Mobile and Embedded Devices (Chapman & Hall/CRC Innovations in Software Engineering and Software Development Series)Routledge, 2013

	Address Errors before Users Find Them

	Using a mix-and-match approach, Software Test Attacks to Break Mobile and Embedded Devices presents an attack basis for testing mobile and embedded systems. Designed for testers working in the ever-expanding world of "smart" devices driven by software, the book...
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Voice, Video, and Data Network Convergence:  Architecture and Design, From VoIP to WirelessAcademic Press, 2003
The first book that covers convergence of voice, video and data networks from a vendor-neutral perspective.     

       *Covers the latest standards and those being developed in an ever-evolving field 
*Provides insight into the latest technology of video and data over wireless networks and how convergence will be a driving force in...
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Practical Signcryption (Information Security and Cryptography)Springer, 2010

	In today’s world, data must be sent around the world cheaply and securely, and that requires origin authentication, integrity protection, and confidentiality – the recipient of a message should be able to ascertain who sent the message, be sure that the message has not been changed en route, and be sure that the data arrives...
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A Practical Handbook of Preparative HPLCElsevier Limited, 2006
This book is a distillation of twenty years of practical experience of the high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) process. Deliberately steering clear of complex theoretical aspects, this book concentrates on the everyday problems associated with the technique, making it perfect for frequent use in the laboratory and for those in the...
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Secure XML: The New Syntax for Signatures and EncryptionPearson Education, 2002
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is the environment of choice  for creating many of today's technologically sophisticated and  security-sensitive Web applications. With Secure  XML, developers now have the hands-on guide they need to combine a strong  foundation in XML with proven, practical...
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